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ABSTRACT 

This essay focus to investigate the difference between analogue hardware compressors and 

their counterpart emulations. Since it is quite common to use dynamic emulations in both 

professional studios and smaller home studios, it was of high interest to investigate if 

emulations can provide the same sound as the analogue hardware. We will go thru the 

process of emulations to provide some background information on what is being examined. 

A blind test were conducted and a series of measurements on different stimuli to provide 

information about any differences. The findings indicates that there are a difference 

between hardware and software. Measurements showed differences in overtones and 

attack/release characteristics. The blind test showed that there are an audible difference in 

some cases. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Analogue equipment is being rapidly phased out in music production. Software applications 

that are designed to emulate analogue circuits are available and are rather common to find 

in any studio. These applications are so called “plug-ins” that is controlled within a digital 

audio workstation (DAW).  

The idea is to recreate the sound of analogue equipment in the digital domain and 

sometimes even improve them by adding extra features or removing problems that existed 

in their counterparts. Classic analogue effect units tend to have a very high price, not to 

mention the cost of maintenance. By emulating these units you get rid of some of the 

maintenance and also lower the cost. There are a few more reasons why emulations is 

created though; the digital version will not take physical space, the option to recall settings 

and make presets, the emulations also work in real-time. One reason is also to preserve the 

sound for younger generations since these highly coveted analogue units are very rare, it is 

all about finding the right unit and create an emulation to capture the specific warmth and 

coloring. This is why creators of emulated plug-ins cannot take any effect unit of a specific 

model, the sound created by an analogue effect unit will differ even if it is the same model. 

Still, the emulation should be representative for the specific model. 

The main problem is to capture the non-linearities or “warmth” (more about this in section 

1.4 and 2.1) of a circuit, this is a highly complex process that requires both computational 

power and experience in the field of emulations.  

Impulse responses, algorithms and SPICE is a few tools when  emulating analogue audio, 

often all of these is combined to achieve the best simulation.  

The background chapter in this essay will describe some of the methods when creating 

emulations of analogue devices, it will also examine some problems that are common to 

encounter during the process of emulating analogue sound in the digital domain. Different 

measurements and a listening test were conducted as a method in order to give answer if 

there are an audible difference.  

1.1 BACKGROUND 

1.1.1 What is physical modeling? 

Physical modeling is a mathematical description of physical device's circuit behavior. One 

approach is to solve the circuit behavior purely based on mathematical calculations. This 

however becomes to some extent more like an option for the creators in a scientific and 

artistic aspect. The purpose is to reproduce the sound of an instrument or device, with or 

without certain flaws of the physical object.  
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The artistic aspect would propose to exclude or extend some of the behaviors caused by the 

physical object depending on if it is an instrument or sound effect. Put simply, the scientific 

goal is to create a simulation that can reproduce the exact sound as the physical model while 

the artistic goal is to improve by excluding flaws or add certain behaviors. As this background 

section focus on emulating audio effects, an artistic explanation could be to capture a 

certain characteristic but exclude the factor that these devices change performance over 

time [1]. Physical modeling is applicable in several aspects, musical instruments, outboard 

gear that can be found in studios and also guitar effects and such. The method is still the 

same, the only difference is if it is an instrument or a circuit that is modeled.   

1.1.2 Impulse Responses 

Impulse Responses can be described as a “snapshot” of the circuit’s behavior [2]. Impulse 

responses are very common to use in digital effects such as reverb, this allows users to 

capture different room characteristic and apply these to a new signal.  

The impulse response of a circuit can be as close to reality as one might get, it should 

capture the state of characteristic given at that particular setting. One impulse response 

does not cover the whole circuit itself, several parameters that change the input signal must 

be taken in consideration. The input signal is the impulse and the output signal is the 

impulse response, in order to use this on a new signal it has to be calculated to a new signal. 

This process is called convolution, it basically turns the two signals into a new one that only 

describes the circuit’s behavior [3]. 

1.1.3 SPICE  

This is one of the tools that can be used when emulating an analogue device. Simulation 

Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis (SPICE) is a software that sets up and solves non-

linear equations in order to simulate analogue circuits. SPICE provides an option to rebuild 

an analogue circuit within the software, SPICE then calculates all the components and 

develops an algorithm that describes the process. This is an open source program which is 

very popular when creating emulations of different effects [4]. 

1.1.4 The difference between linear and non-linear processing 

Linear and non-linear processing is a mathematical function which can be described as the 

relationship between the input and output. The input signal will change in phase and 

amplitude in a linear circuit whereas a non-linear circuit will generate harmonic distortion 

and also change the signal in phase and amplitude [3]. Put simply, harmonic distortion will 

be added in a non-linear circuit and a linear circuit will not have additional harmonic 

distortion.  
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There are different equations to derive non-linearities and to describe their behavior. All of 

them cannot be implemented in all circuits since they have different strengths, many focuses 

on the emulation on musical instruments where moving parameters and non-linearities 

occurs.  

In order to use some of these equations it is therefore most likely to just let it be the base of 

a circuit that is later modified to represent a circuit rather than an instrument. This 

background section will not go in depths of any equations due to the high complexity.  

1.2 THE EMULATION PROCESS 

1.2.1 Identifying the problem with distortion 

The fundamental basis of emulations lies in the distortion in analogue systems, this is 

something that is wanted compared with the distortion in digital systems that is unwanted. 

Development of digital audio effects has taken a huge step since it was first introduced, in 

the early days, digitization did not turn out to be as good as expected, it didn't deliver the 

warmth that the analogue equipment did and therefore it took quite a while before it really 

became successful. It is still common for audio engineers to think that the digital plug-ins 

lacks in depth and warmth and can be described as harsh in some cases, these terms are 

however undefined but sometimes used to describe digital audio by audio engineers [5]. 

Digital non-linear signal processing could barely be compared with the analogue equipment 

a few years ago, this was mostly due to the aliasing distortion caused by the digital effects 

which leads to the option to emulate an analogue unit [6]. 

In an interview with the creators of different emulated plug-ins in Sound-on-sound, a 

popular magazine for audio engineers, David Berners, Chief Scientist at Universal Audio says 

“Analogue equipment that exhibits high-bandwidth, non-linear behavior presents the biggest 

challenges in creating accurate models. But it’s often the sound of these non-linearities that 

makes the original analogue equipment so desired. Put simply, the more non-linear the 

behavior, the more complex the physical model that’s required, and the more processing 

power needed.” [7]. 

Analogue warmth can be defined by several options, but in compressors and dynamic effects 

it is common to relate analogue warmth to valves (vacuum tubes) and transformers 

depending on the circuitry. Distortion in analogue systems is in this case the challenge and 

the problem is to develop an algorithm or a method that can emulate these non-linearities in 

real-time.  
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1.2.2 Choosing the emulation method 

Physical modeling is the actual emulation, it can be divided into two main approaches. 

However, based on what method you choose, different approaches within these areas must 

be considered. The different approaches within emulations can briefly be described as 

impulse responses or mathematical reproduction. 

A lot of research has been done in this area, many of the existing equations for deriving non-

linearities has been around for decades and still lays the basis for the emulation process. 

Physical modeling or emulation is based upon measurements and in some cases calculated 

to algorithms, this can give the creators control over values and parameters which in some 

cases can be changed or excluded [8]. Emulations can either be an exact sound reproduction 

or it can be based on a certain analogue device, this is depending if the creators just want to 

make a new sound or preserve a sound from an analogue device.  

In the same Sound-on-sound interview that David Berners appeared in, Colin McDowell from 

McDSPs comments their approach on emulating analogue sound, he says “The modeling 

process is entirely a ‘black box’ approach: we send a variety of signals into the device, 

measure how they are affected at the output, and then begin the work of creating a process 

in software that does the same thing. Some input signals are very simple, and others are 

complex, but the idea behind each is to pull out a characteristic of the device we’re modeling.  

Sure, there are the textbook ways of modeling — getting a step response, or a frequency 

sweep — but many of those digitally created signals are not the kinds of input the modeled 

device is meant to handle.” [7].  

1.2.2.1 The “black box” method  

The “black box” method is to send a variety of signals in to the analogue equipment and 

measure the input-to-output characteristics. The circuit itself is not the relevant thing here, 

the whole process is to measure the differences between the input and output and then 

come up with an algorithm that mimic that certain behavior or measure impulse responses. 

Since these circuits has a non-linear behavior the input measurements works as a reference 

to the output, so called “input-to-output transfer function”. The algorithms that is developed 

is either a convolution or a digital signal processing code that tells how the software should 

work in order to mimic the analogue circuit [1]. 

1.2.2.2 Block-based physical modeling/Circuit simulation  

The second way is to actually look at the physical circuit from the analogue device and then 

model each component block with the help of programs such as SPICE. The software 

calculates and predicts what would happened to the signal when passing through these 

component blocks, it generate an input-to-output function that describes the circuit and 

what happens to the inserted input signal. 
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Since the goal is to capture the warmth and coloring of the device, one problem occurs, the 

non-linearity of the circuit. If the circuit has extreme non-linear behavior, such as a tube 

amplifier, a more complex equation is needed in order to solve the behavior [9] [10]. 

1.2.3 Black Box approach – Dynamic convolution 

As described briefly in the introduction section 1.2, an impulse response is one method to 

capture the characteristics of an analogue unit.  

Michael J. Kemp [2] [9] describes a method of creating impulse responses on an analogue 

compressor, this method is included in the black-box approach since it is based on the input-

to-output relationship.  

There is three main characteristics divided in to three separate groups; the signal path 

performance, the compression curve and the dynamic performance, although the dynamic 

performance is not covered.  

The device under test is first measured with a frequency response with no gain reduction, 

this will work as a reference which later is compared with another measurement done with 

gain reduction. This is done based on the irregularities that non-linear devices produce, 

different settings will not generate a pattern that is easy to reproduce with algorithms and 

equations. Therefore, taking several impulse responses of the analogue device can be 

considered a much simpler method.  

1.2.3.1 Signal path performance  

The impulse responses are used in a modified convolution algorithm to match the signal, if 

the signal changes in amplitude, a different impulse response will be applied. Interpolation is 

also conducted in this process in order to calculate impulses between two variables. This 

method cannot be performed on all compressors though, the compressor needs to be set at 

unity gain. No gain reductions can occur during these impulse measurements in order to 

capture the signal path performance at different settings.  

1.2.3.2 Compression curve 

The compression curves in an analogue unit is not ideal, each curve setting has its own 

characteristics. There is two ways of creating emulated curves, simulating and sampling. To 

simulate a compression curve, a gain reduction table needs to be created. A test signal is 

then measured through the analogue unit, where the input signal decreases 1dB at each 

measurement down to 85dB below this. In this way, a simulated compression curve can be 

created by letting the gain reduction table decide which slope is used. The sampled 

compression curve is carried out in the same way but with sampled measurements. Every 

setting is not sampled since interpolation can offer a pretty accurate simulation. 
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1.2.3.3 Dynamic convolution pros and con s  

As mentioned before this can be considered as a simple method, it has its advantages and 

disadvantages. The strongest advantage is the accurate capture of the analogue device since 

it is an impulse response, about as close you can get to the real thing. However, this method 

cannot be used on all compressors, in order to conduct this measurement a compressor that 

can be set to unity gain without gain reduction is needed. Another approach would be to 

choose a compressor which threshold can be set fairly high so that no gain reduction occurs 

when sampling high level impulses. This method also relies on interpolation, impulse 

responses cannot be created for each setting, due to lack of resources and time [2].  

If this would be used as a real-time effect processor the resolution of the impulse responses 

can be a problem, if there is multiple impulse responses at a high resolution, the demand of 

computer power would increase. This has to be compensated by lowering the resolution so 

that it can be used as a real-time effect processor without extreme computer power [9].  

This section did only cover Kemps [2] method but the measuring impulse responses are a 

common approach within the black-box approach by using e.g. the Volterra series [9]. 

However, these pro's and con's does only cover Kemps method and no other. 

1.2.4 Block-based approach/Circuit simulation 

The idea of this method is more of a “rebuild technique” using a physical circuit as the 

reference. By looking at the circuit schematics of an analogue unit a model in the digital 

domain is rebuilt, this can be used by software as SPICE or SimuLink, both software's works 

the same way and a brief overview can be seen in section 1.3 and 2.1.2.  

The first step is to deconstruct a device so that every component can be measured or by 

mathematically approximate an equation that represent the component itself. Values of 

each component are collected and also the connection between different components 

needs to be analyzed and measured. As mentioned before, SPICE can be the ultimate tool 

when simulating circuits. SPICE gives an engineer the option to rebuild the circuit and let the 

software calculate and predict the circuits behavior expressed in an equation. SPICE uses a 

modified nodal analysis to solve the equation that represents the circuit [9]. In this way, no 

physical measurements or approximations need to be done, SPICE handles this process.  

Block-based modeling is a complex method, it involves numerous mathematical solutions 

since every block is an equation that describes a circuit behavior. Not only does every block 

need to be represented by an equation, every connection between each block must be 

represented by an equation as well. This causes some problems, one of the larger problems 

is to model each component and connect them with each other without changing the 

character of the block itself [10]. 
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Block-based emulations can be the accurate way of simulating analogue devices, but 

companies these days wants to keep it simple. Ordinary differential equations (ODE) are one 

way to simplify the process, what this does is that it degrades the accuracy of the plug-in so 

that it needs less computer power [9] [4]. Not only do the companies want it simple, but the 

power needed in order for this to be accurate is way over the top of what exists today in a 

consumer perspective.   

1.2.4.1 Block-based pros and cons 

Block-based emulations can be very computer demanding, this is therefore compensated so 

that the accuracy is degraded in order to make it less CPU demanding. Also, its high 

complexity can be considered as a disadvantage for the creators. The advantage with this 

method is that it is well suited for real-time use, even if it has some flaws [8] [7].  

Block-based, as mentioned before, gives the creators and programmers control over what 

parameters and values different components should have. This is an advantage since it gives 

the opportunity to add features in the plug-in which physical analogue units cannot perform. 

This approach also includes more work since the whole circuitry needs to be emulated while 

in the black-box approach only the input-to-output relationship matters.  

1.3 THE TELETRONIX LA-2A/1176LN 

Two very common classic compressors are Universal Audio's Teletronix LA-2A and 1176LN. 

These compressors were introduced in the 60's and are still very popular both in hardware 

and digital format. Universal Audio claims to use circuit simulation/block-based physical 

modeling, recreating the hardware circuit in the digital domain true to the original 

schematics. This method was chosen in order to capture all of the odd, unique, and 

sometimes unexpected characteristics caused by the hardware. The emulation is based on 

the reissue, and the reissue is true to the original design. Therefore Universal Audio also 

claims that the emulation is based both on the original and the reissue.   

Close examination of the original schematics and hardware ensures that every part of the 

circuit is rebuilt in the software. Also by listening and comparing hardware against the 

software contribute to an exact digital copy.   

In Universal Audio's product catalogue from 2011 there is a description of the LA-2A plug-in: 

"In fact, the word "emulation" hardly does this plug-in justice. It is, more accurately, a 

"digital copy" of the Teletronix LA-2A, and upholds all the classic, analog characteristics of 

the original with unprecedented clarity and sound quality." 
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1.4 PURPOSE 

This research intends to investigate if there is an audible difference between two specific 

models of analogue and emulated analogue compressors. The research will also try to 

investigate what the difference is between the hardware and software, if there is any at all.  

Answers to these questions would benefit sound engineers to make smarter choices when 

mixing music, they would gain the knowledge of restrains in each signal processing effect 

and also make better economical choices when buying these effects.  

Research question: 

 Is there an audible difference between analogue effect units and their 

counterpart emulation? 

Sub question: 

 What is the difference? 

1.5 HYPOTHESIS 

Emulation does seem to have a high quality regarding recreation of a specific sound. 

Universal Audio has great confidence  in their products and are appreciated by many.  A 

person with a lot of experience with both hardware and software would probably detect 

differences, inexperienced listeners might have a harder time pointing out which one is 

which. Especially in a blind test it would probably be hard even for audio engineers to detect 

differences since there is no information about what they are listening to.  

1.6 LIMITATIONS 

There are a lot of emulations of classic vintage analogue gear, many only based on how the 

original hardware sounds. This essay only focus on compressors, the reason for this was 

basically the popularity of two specific compressors, well known as hardware and software.  

The choice was to examine Universal Audios Teletronix LA-2A and 1176LN, hardware and 

software due to availability of resources. Since Universal Audio manufacture both the 

hardware and software, true to the original design, the only fair comparison would be by 

taking the software from them as well.  
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2 METHOD 

2.1 METHOD INTRODUCTION 

The experiment aimed to investigate if there is an audible difference between analogue 

effects and their digital counterparts. By conducting a series of measurements and a 

listening test, enough data would be provided in order to answer the research questions. 

The experiment can be divided in to four different groups of tests: 

 A listening test 

 Spectrum analysis 

 Level measurements (dB) 

 Attack and release time analysis 

Software used in the experiment included Pro Tools HD8, Cubase 6, UAD-2 Solo bundle (the 

emulations) and freeware plug-ins for spectrum analysis.  

2.2 STIMULI USED FOR THE LISTENING TEST 

Two different stimuli were chosen for the listening test, a vocal track and a bass track. 

Besides that, a sine wave were created in order to do different measurements. The stimuli 

were not recorded for the experiment due to time limitations. The stimuli chosen were 

considered achieving the requirements for the experiment: 

 15 - 20 seconds of continuous flow (No long parts of absolute silence) 

 No known additional analogue warmth (e.g. No tube preamps, tube DI-boxes or any 

process that might generate non-linear behavior) 

 Cover a specific frequency spectrum (e.g. bass, low frequency and vocals, mid to high 

frequencies) 

 An instrument that is commonly processed through the LA2A or/and 1176N 

 Sound decent in order not to disturb the listeners 

 Variety in emphasis (Hard/Soft attack), tempo and to some extend pitch 

 Recorded in at least 44.1 kHz/24bit 

These requirements were only guidelines for the vocals and bass track. The sine wave were 

created in Cubase 6 using the included TestGenerator. 

2.2.1 Bass stimuli 

The bass track is a raw DI (direct injection) taken from a free mixing session posted in an 

online forum, no post-processing have been applied [11]. Only a 20 second long segment in 

the middle of the song was cut out to work as a stimuli since it contained a lot of variety.  
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The information provided about the track was not enough to exclude any additional warmth 

completely, but due to a very tight schedule this was considered by far the best bass stimuli 

for the experiment.  

It is a traditional pop/rock song in which the bassist plays both low notes and climbs up to 

high notes. The bass player also has a variety in terms of emphasis and tempo. This was a 

very important requirement in order for the listener and measurements to detect the 

differences in attack and release time.  

The original bass track had an average RMS of -25 dBFS with a maximum peak level at -13,8 

dBFS.  

2.2.2 Vocal stimuli 

The vocal track is a female singing in a high pitch, the track was provided by Robert Eklund at 

the Univeristy of Techonlogy in Luleå/Piteå. Robert Eklund could also assure that the track 

was free from any additional warmth. The vocalist sings in a slow pace but it also contains 

some short fast parts.  

The track also contains several strong transients which the bass track lacked. The vocal 

segment that was used were 15 seconds long. 

The original vocal track had an average RMS of -23,53 dBFS with a maximum peak level at -

11,1 dBFS. 

2.2.3 Sine wave 

A 1 kHz sine wave were created in Cubase 6 in order to measure attack and release time. The 

sine wave contains two segments that are barely audible, one at the start and one at the 

end.  

In the middle is a segment that has a increased output level in order to let the compressors 

work, which allowed measurements of attack and release time by only looking at the 

processed sine wave in a timeline. The sine wave were only used to conduct measurements 

and nothing else. 

The processed sine wave would also allow doing a spectrum analysis to examine the 

overtones generated by the compressors.  

The sine wave were set to have an average RMS power of -45,5 dBFS in the first segment 

with a maximum peak level in the middle of -18,9 dBFS. 
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2.3 PROCESSING 

In order to capture the whole characteristics from the compressors, it was necessary to have  

three different stages of gain reduction for each stimuli. A total of six compressors were 

used, four hardware and two software compressors. The gain reduction were set to soft, 

medium and hard. The definition of soft, medium and hard gain reduction were based on 

personal experience: 

 Soft gain reduction: 0 dB - 3 dB 

 Medium gain reduction: 5 dB - 7 dB 

 Hard gain reduction: 10 dB - 20 dB 

Since the experiment used four hardware compressors (two Teletronix LA-2A and two 

1176LN), a control of any  difference between them could be measured. This was only done 

to examine if hardware from the same models differ and how big the difference is. From this 

point, the compressor that worked most alike the software could be used.  

In order to conduct all the hardware processing in a fast pace, all the stimuli were prepared 

in Cubase 6 using the UAD2-Solo bundle from Universal Audio (containing LA2A and 

1176LN). The preparation included to control input levels, document preferred gain 

reduction stages and create the sine wave using the software compressors as a reference. 

The input level did not need to be changed though, both stimuli had about the same gain 

reduction at all stages with  1 dB - 2 dB reduction difference.  

2.3.1 Preparation LA2A - Software 

The Teletronix LA-2A comes with only two main knobs, one output gain and one for peak 

reduction. The gain knob were set to 40, the standard when opening the emulation. The 

peak reduction knob were set to 50, 60, and 70 where 50 is soft and 70 hard. This 

preparation were used as a guideline as these stages of reduction did match the preferred 

gain reduction. 

Figure 1 - Teletronix LA-2A Software 

 

The Teletronix LA-2A with standard settings when opening the plug-in 
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2.3.2 Preparation 1176LN - Software 

The 1176LN comes with more options than the Teletronix LA-2A, such as compression ratio, 

attack and release time. The two main knobs controls the input and output level. Ratio were 

set to 4:1 with an attack of 3 ms and a release at 5 ms. The input level were set to 21, 18 and 

15 with 21 as the soft and 15 as hard gain reduction. The output level were set to 18 on all of 

the stimuli. 

Figure 2 - Teletronix LA-2A Software 

 

The 1176LN with standard settings when opening the plug-in 

2.3.3 Hardware 

All of the hardware processing occurred in Studio K1 in Piteå, Sweden. Some problems 

occurred during this process, some level adjustments had to be made to avoid distortion. 

The input had to be changed with about -5 dB, this affected the output level as well. This 

forced to some changes with the settings that had been made in the preparation, but still 

used as a reference.  

The Teletronix LA-2A has no fixed ratio, therefore the ratio is defined by the input and 

output level [12]. An increasing input level would therefore result in a different ratio. This 

were never something that was taken in consideration since the input signal to the hardware 

should be the same for the software in order to compare them. 

A compression table can be found at the bottom in the appendix for all hardware 

compressors that was used in the studio. Only the first Teletronix LA-2A and 1176 were used 

in the actual test (See figure 30). 

2.3.3.1 LA2A 

The first step was to process through the Teletronix LA-2A's, this was carried out 

simultaneously in order to speed up the process. The settings for both compressors were 

recreated just as in the preparations, made earlier with the software as reference. Even 

though the input level had been adjusted in the studio, the Teletronix LA-2A were very 

similar to the software with copied settings. But the Teletronix LA-2A did not completely 

meet the preferred gain reduction stages though, due to the level changes.  
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The first tracks to be processed were the bass tracks (followed by vocals and sine wave) with 

soft gain reduction, then medium and hard. No settings on the compressor were changed 

even though the input had been lowered with 5 dB, it would still be enough to work in the 

experiment. The vocals were done in the exact same process, every processed signal were 

recorded into a new track in Pro Tools HD 8.  

One of the compressors had a broken VU meter and no documentation of gain reduction 

could therefore take place. Assuming that it still worked probably in terms of compression, 

all the stimuli were still processed through the device. 

2.3.3.2 1176LN 

The 1176LN did differ much in terms of gain reduction. Unlike the Teletronix LA-2A, this 

compressor had a hard gain reduction on the stimuli at all at the three stages that had been 

prepared. As the original thought were to examine the compressors at copied settings, this 

could no longer be the approach, proven by two compressors. Instead, the aim then became 

to mimic the compressor with the software instead by using phase cancellation (see section 

2.3.4 "Software"). The new settings were the following (only applied on the 1176LN 

hardware): 

 Soft: 33/12 

 Medium: 30/12 

 Hard:  27/12 

The new settings were matched with the Teletronix LA-2A gain reduction in order to 

examine the same area. The attack, release and ratio were still the same as in the 

preparations. 

One of the compressors had a 5 dB gain reduction difference. Where the other 1176LN 

compressed about 10 dB, the second only compressed 5 dB.  

2.3.3.3 DA/AD Conversion 

The original raw tracks were sent through an extra DA/AD conversion. Since the stimuli that 

were processed through the hardware had the extra conversion, the emulation should have 

the same properties. This might not be the realistic thing to do when using emulations in 

mixing situations, but in order to rule out any factor that could affect the results this was 

considered to be the right thing to do. This would also be a fair comparison since they have 

the exact same properties and therefore only evaluates the software and hardware. 

2.3.4 Software 

To process the DA/AD converted tracks with the emulations, phase cancellation was 

considered to be the best method. All of the stimuli processed with the hardware were 

imported into Cubase 6.  
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The first thing was to put the different compressors and stimuli in separate folders e.g. The 

bass stimuli processed through the first Teletronix LA-2A in one folder. The mixing project 

ended up with a total of 14 folders, including the original and DA/AD converted stimuli. Each 

folder looked like this, but with their unique name e.g. first/second and which compressor 

but also if there were a bass, vocal or sine wave track: 

 Bass  Teletronix LA-2A 1 

 HW Bass LA-2A 1 50 

 HW Bass LA-2A 1 60 

 HW Bass LA-2A 1 70 

 SW Bass LA-2A 1 50 

 SW Bass LA-2A 1 60 

 SW Bass LA-2A 1 70 

HW: Hardware 

SW: Software 

The number "1" refers to the first of two compressors with the same model. 50, 60 and 70 

refers to if there were soft, medium or hard gain reduction. 

By copying the DA/AD converted tracks into new tracks in every folder the phase 

cancellation could begin. Every DA/AD converted track had phase reverse activated on the 

channels.  

The first step was to activate the emulations on each DA/AD converted track. At this point a 

total of 78 stimuli were in the mixing session including the original and DA/AD tracks. All 

settings that were used both in the preparations and the ones changed in the studio were 

recreated on their respective tracks and compressors. By listening to e.g. the bass processed 

through one of the Teletronix LA-2A with soft gain reduction at the same time as the 

software with copied settings, phase cancellation would occur revealing only the difference 

between hardware and software. As a control, a correlation meter were used to achieve the 

best results. 

The settings that were used for the LA-2A were the same as in the preparations made 

earlier. Only a few adjustments were made for some tracks e.g. instead of 70 (hard), the 

settings could sometimes be at 75 instead. The software's settings were matched to the 

same amount of gain reduction that the hardware had, and therefore mainly output levels 

were changed to achieve maximum cancellation. This process were also applied for the 

1176LN, but due to large differences compared with the preparation values, the settings that 

were used in the studio were the reference for the software at this point.  
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The input level for the 1176LN software had to be increased to achieve the same gain 

reduction as in the studio. The sine wave were processed in the same exact same way as the 

bass and vocals.   

The LA-2A with a broken VU meter were not used at all in this process since no 

documentations of gain reduction could be made, it was later discovered that it did not 

compress at all. Also, the 1176LN that compressed about 5 dB less than the other were not 

included either due to other reasons presented in the analysis section. (see section 4.3.1 

"1176LN Sine wave attack and release".)  

Software settings (Reduction or input/output): 

 Teletronix LA-2A Bass and Vocals Soft 50/40 

 Teletronix LA-2A Bass and Vocals Medium 60/40 

 Teletronix LA-2A Bass and Vocals Hard 70/40 

 1176LN Bass and Vocals Soft 21/12 

 1176LN Bass and Vocals Medium 18/12 

 1176LN Bass and Vocals Hard 12/12 

2.4 MEASUREMENTS 

2.4.1 Average RMS and absolute peak 

During the phase cancellation, all the differences that were left between hardware and 

software with maximum phase cancellation were measured. Using freeware VST plug-ins as 

the TT Dynamic Range Meter, both absolute peak and average RMS were documented.  

Measurements: 

 Original raw tracks 

 DA/AD tracks 

 Final output level (hardware/software) 

 The difference between hardware and software 

2.4.2 Frequency measurements 

Frequency measurements were done on the sine wave in order to examine the overtones 

generated by the hardware and software. The difference between hardware and software 

were also measured. The free VST plug-in SPAN spectrum Analyzer were used to do the 

frequency measurements. As frequency measurements are done over time, all of the 

measurements were done on the whole stimuli: 
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 Bass: 20 seconds 

 Vocals: 15 seconds 

 Sine wave: Only the middle section, about 10 seconds (looped) 

 

2.4.3 Attack and release time 

Measurements of  attack and release time were visual presentations of waveforms in order 

to make comparison between hardware and software. No starting point could be set in 

order to measure attack and release times, only the displayed waveform were analyzed. 

2.5 EXPERIMENT DESIGN 

The purpose of the listening test was to determine if audio engineers could hear any 

difference between analogue hardware and emulated analogue compressors. A common 

method for this kind of research is to use the ABX technique. To reduce noise and other 

acoustical factors the test subjects listened to the stimuli in headphones. 

STEP were used as the user interface, it is a simple software that were available at the 

University of Technology in Luleå/Piteå. All stimuli were automatically randomized during 

the test, including the order of each pair and which stimulus that could be identified as X. A 

total of 24 pairs were used in the test, including a training run in order to help the test 

subjects get an idea on what they were going to hear in the real test. There were only 12 

unique pairs of stimuli, the extra 12 were the same stimuli all over again to get a higher 

accuracy when analyzing the results. The test were a blind test, no information about the 

test were revealed. The only information provided was to identify if A or B were X. 

The acoustical aspects were different from the test conducted in Piteå and in Luleå. The 

software were only available in a few locations at the University. The locations chosen were 

considered not to have an acoustical impact on the listening test. 

Due to time limitations and available resources a pair of  t.bone HD990D headphones were 

used. This was a forced choice that had to be made due to complications (More about this 

problem in the discussion section). In order to determine that these headphones could 

reproduce the spectrum of the stimuli, a sine wave sweep were conducted. It was audible 

that the headphones could handle the range from 30 Hz to 17 kHz. In order to control this 

somewhat "personal" measurement, the same sine wave sweeping were done in a pair of 

KRK RP8 Rokit G2 speakers which has a frequency range of 45 Hz to 20 kHz. The frequencies 

audible ranged from 30 Hz to 17 kHz in the KRK speakers.  
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2.5.1 Test subjects 

The test subjects for the listening test were audio engineers at the University of Technology 

in Luleå and Piteå. Most audio engineers are experienced listeners who can detect small 

differences in audio quality and signal processing and they were therefore considered to be 

the optimal test subjects. Another reason they were chosen was that they are the ones using 

these effects and it could therefore be irrelevant to examine ordinary consumers.  

A total of 16 students participated in the ABX listening tests. They were audio engineers in 

their first and third year. Due to some complications test subjects that already knew about 

the experiment and what was examined were asked to attend. Only four of the total 16 did 

not know about what was examined.   

The age ranged from 20 to 28 with 15 males and 1 female. 

2.5.2 Experiment 

The experiment were conducted in Piteå and Luleå in G116 and outside the anechoic 

chamber in Luleå. The audio were played through the computers straight into a pair of 

t.Bone HD990D headphones.  

The first thing every test subject were asked to do was to answer a set of questions: 

 Age 

 Gender 

 Documented hearing impairment 

These questions were chosen only not to reveal anything about the experiment. Even 

though most of the participants knew what was examined no additional information were 

provided before the test. Also, a short conversation with the subjects were held after the 

test to reveal information about if it was hard to hear any difference and which of the stimuli 

that was the easiest to distinguish hardware from software. 

Every test subject were informed that they were about to hear and compare two different 

stimuli, a bass stimuli and a vocal stimuli in different pairs.  

2.5.2.1 Training 

The training session contained a total of 24 (the 12 unique pairs) stimuli named in numbers 

only, with randomized order. VLC were used as the playback engine since the programmed 

ABX test contained double the amount of unique pairs. They were informed that this only 

was a training session to get an idea of what was about to come in the ABX test. They did not 

have to listen through the whole stimuli (20 and 15 seconds long). They were also free to 

listen as many times they wanted to in their own order. 
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2.5.2.2 ABX test 

None of the test subjects were familiar with the STEP ABX test and therefore it was 

important for every test subject to feel comfortable with the software. To be sure that they 

understood their task, every test subject got a demonstration on how to use the software. 

They were asked to identify which of option A and B sounded the same as X. If they could 

not hear any difference they were told to guess. Most of the test subjects used about 20 

minutes to complete the test. 

To avoid ear fatigue to some extent, a pause about half way through was important. Most 

test subjects used a 2-5 minute break before continuing on with the test. During this break 

they were asked which one of the two different types of stimuli they preferred when they 

identified X.  

After one test subject had finished the test, STEP automatically creates an Excel file with all 

information about scores and randomization between option A and B.  

2.6 ANALYSIS METHOD 

2.6.1 ABX analysis 

To analyze the score from the ABX test all pairs were analyzed individually, grouping the 

doublets together using the Chi-squared formula. This resulted in 12 pairs to be analyzed; 

 Teletronix LA-2A Bass Soft Gain Reduction 

 Teletronix LA-2A Bass Medium Gain Reduction 

 Teletronix LA-2A Bass Hard Gain Reduction 

 Teletronix LA-2A Vocals Soft Gain Reduction 

 Teletronix LA-2A Vocals Medium Gain Reduction 

 Teletronix LA-2A Vocals Hard Gain Reduction 

 1176LN Bass Soft Gain Reduction 

 1176LN Bass Medium Gain Reduction 

 1176LN Bass Hard Gain Reduction 

 1176LN Vocals Soft Gain Reduction 

 1176LN Vocals Medium Gain Reduction 

 1176LN Vocals Hard Gain Reduction 

 

The probability were set to 0,025 (2,5%) in order to avoid a biased effect on the result. Any 

higher p-value would have a large effect on the total score. E.g. A p-value set to 0,05 (5%) in 

a total of 20 trials would have resulted in that 1 of 20 trials could show a faulty result. 
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Each of the 12 pairs had 32 trials (16 participants that had answered 2 times on each pair), to 

reject the null hypothesis the test subjects as a whole group had to achieve a score of 23 

(out of 32) correct answers on each paired stimuli. 

Chi-Squared=
    

 

 
 
 

 
 

x=Successful answers 

n=Number of trials  

The results were then compared to the chi-squared table to get a p-value score compared to 

the set p-value 0,025. Everything under 2,5% rejected the null hypothesis (which shows that 

A sound different from B) and everything over 2,5% failed to reject the null hypothesis (A 

sound the same as B). 

2.6.2 Spectrum analysis 

All stimuli were measured by their average frequency response during 20 seconds for the 

bass, 15 seconds for the vocals and 10 seconds for the sine wave. The sine wave were only 

measured in the middle section since the sine wave only should represent overtones 

generated in the compressors.  

Frequency measurements: 

 The differences left between hardware software, using phase cancellation 

 DA/AD tracks (used as a reference) 

 Sine wave overtones 
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3 RESULTS 

3.1 AVERAGE RMS AND PEAK VALUES 

All of the input/output level measurements are presented in dBFS with average RMS and 

peak values. Measurements on;  Original session, DA/AD converted, final output, difference 

between hardware and software, difference after phase cancelation are presented in this 

section. 

3.1.1 Original and DA/AD converted tracks  

Table 1 

Original Raw Tracks (input signal) dB RMS dB Max Peak Sine MS Sine FL 

Bass -25 -13,8 
  Vocals -23,53 -11,1 
  1 kHz Sine wave 

  
-18,9 -45,4 

     DAAD Tracks (input signal) 
    Bass -30,65 -19,4 

  Vocals -28,67 -16,8 
  1 kHz Sine wave 

  
-24,6 -51,3 

 

Sine MS=Sine wave "Middle Segment", with the input level raised 

Sine FL=Sine wave "First Segment" and "Last segment", with a low input level 

 

3.1.2 Final output level used in the ABX test 

Table 2 

Final LA2A Output dB RMS dB Max Peak 
Hardware 

  Bass Gain reduction Soft -20,59 -9,7 
Bass Gain reduction Medium -22,04 -10,7 
Bass Gain reduction Hard -24,17 -11,4 
Vocals Gain reduction Soft -19,24 -8,4 
Vocals Gain reduction Medium -20,46 -10,6 
Vocals Gain reduction Hard -22,42 -13,6 

   Software 
  Bass Gain reduction Soft -20,68 -9,7 

Bass Gain reduction Medium -21,85 -10,9 
Bass Gain reduction Hard -24,3 -11,4 
Vocals Gain reduction Soft -18,95 -7,9 
Vocals Gain reduction Medium -20,71 -11 
Vocals Gain reduction Hard -22,4 -13,7 
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Final 1176LN Output dB RMS dB Max Peak 

Hardware 
  Bass Gain reduction Soft -26,24 -15,4 

Bass Gain reduction Medium -23,65 -12,4 
Bass Gain reduction Hard -21,23 -9,4 
Vocals Gain reduction Soft -25,43 -14,7 
Vocals Gain reduction Medium -22,95 -12,7 
Vocals Gain reduction Hard -20,34 -12,1 

   Software 
  Bass Gain reduction Soft -26,69 -15,7 

Bass Gain reduction Medium -24,06 -13,3 
Bass Gain reduction Hard -21,52 -8,8 

Vocals Gain reduction Soft -25,22 -14,5 
Vocals Gain reduction Medium -22,45 -12,1 
Vocals Gain reduction Hard -20,41 -11,4 

 

3.1.3 The difference between final output level 

The differences between the final hardware and software stimuli can easily be seen in this 

table. Note that this is not the difference after the phase cancelation, this presents level 

difference in the paired hardware and software stimuli ("HW", hardware and "SW", 

software: 

Table 3 

LA2A HW dB RMS SW difference dB RMS dB Max Peak 

    Bass Soft -20,59 -0,09 0 
Bass Medium -22,04 0,19 0,2 
Bass Hard -24,17 -0,13 0 

    Vocals Soft -19,24 0,29 0,5 
Vocals Medium -20,46 -0,25 -0,4 
Vocals Hard -22,42 0,02 0,1 

    

    1176LN 
   

    Bass Soft -26,24 -0,45 -0,3 
Bass Medium -23,65 -0,41 -0,9 
Bass Hard -21,23 -0,29 -0,6 

    Vocals Soft -25,43 0,21 0,2 
Vocals Medium -22,95 0,5 0,6 
Vocals Hard -20,34 -0,07 -0,7 
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3.1.4 Phase cancellation difference 

Table 4 

LA2A Difference Hardware vs. Software dB RMS dB Max Peak 
 

 Bass Gain reduction 50 Soft -45,3 -30,1 
Bass Gain reduction 60 Medium -45,14 -27,7 
Bass Gain reduction 70 Hard -46,2 -26,4 

   Vocals Gain reduction 50 Soft -38,9 -20,7 
Vocals Gain reduction 60 Medium -41,03 -22,3 
Vocals Gain reduction 70 Hard -42,11 -24,4 

   1176LN Difference Hardware vs. Software 
  Bass Gain reduction 33 Soft -46,88 -38,7 

Bass Gain reduction 30 Medium -45,05 -30,6 
Bass Gain reduction 27 Hard -43,96 -21 

   Vocals Gain reduction 33 Soft -43,53 -29,7 
Vocals Gain reduction 30 Medium -41,6 -27,3 
Vocals Gain reduction 27 Hard -44,08 -24,7 

3.2 ABX SCORES 

Table 5 

LA-2A Chi-squared Correct Ans. Out of 32 

Bass LA-2A Soft 8 24 
Bass LA-2A Medium 3,125 21 
Bass LA-2A Hard 0 16 

   Vocals LA-2A Soft 10,125 25 
Vocals LA-2A Medium 15,125 27 
Vocals LA-2A Hard 3,125 21 

   
   1176LN 

  Bass 1176LN Soft 2 20 
Bass 1176LN Medium 0,5 18 

Bass 1176LN Hard 6,125 23 

   Vocals 1176LN Soft 12,5 26 
Vocals 1176LN Medium 3,125 21 
Vocals 1176LN Hard 18 28 

 

The green area rejected  the null  hypothesis and the red area failed to reject null hypothesis. 
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3.3 ATTACK AND RELEASE 

The attack and release time were hard to measure. No starting or end point could be set in 

order to measure, but a comparison can be made between hardware and software without 

detailed measurements. See section 4.3 "Attack and release comparison" for analysis.  

Teletronix LA-2A Sine wave attack and release  

Figure 3 

 

The upper fig. (Light purple): Hardware Soft gain reduction 

The lower fig. (Dark purple): Software Soft gain reduction 

Figure 4 

 

The upper fig. (Light purple): Hardware Medium gain reduction 

The lower fig. (Dark purple): Software Medium gain reduction 
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Figure 5 

 

The upper fig. (Light purple): Hardware Hard gain reduction 

The lower fig. (Dark purple): Software Hard gain reduction 

 

1176LN Sine wave attack and release  

Figure 6 

 

The upper fig. (Light blue): Hardware Soft gain reduction 

The lower fig. (Dark blue): Software Soft gain reduction 
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Figure 7 

 

The upper fig. (Light blue): Hardware Medium gain reduction 

The lower fig. (Dark blue): Software Medium gain reduction 

Figure 8 

 

The upper fig. (Light blue): Hardware Hard gain reduction 

The lower fig. (Dark blue): Software Hard gain reduction 
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3.4 SPECTRUM MEASUREMENTS 

Visual presentations can be seen in the appendix (figure 9-29) . An analysis have been made 

which can be found in section 4.4. 

4 ANALYSIS 

4.1 ABX ANALYSIS 

The results from the ABX test showed that six out of 12 paired hardware and software 

rejected the null hypothesis. While the other remaining six failed to reject the null 

hypothesis. Each compressor has three green areas (seen in section 3.2) and three red.  

4.1.1 LA-2A 

The LA-2A showed that it is most likely to determine a difference with soft and medium gain 

reduction. The green area which has the medium gain reduction (vocals) shows a calculated 

score of 15,125 using the chi-square formula. Basically it says that 27 of 32 trials were 

correct, which gives less than 0,05% probability that the test subjects did not hear any 

difference between A and B.  

The vocals has two green areas processed thru the Teletronix LA-2A, both with the highest 

score. In this case, it were probably easier to hear a difference between A and B while 

listening to the vocal stimuli.  

The red areas shows a low calculated score, especially bass with hard gain reduction. The 

calculated score for the bass with hard gain reduction were 0 which gives a 97,5% probability 

that the subjects only guessed to achieve the correct answers.  

4.1.2 1176LN 

The 1176LN shows that the vocals has two green areas and the bass has one. By looking at 

the calculated score the vocals has a higher score than the bass on all pairs. However, the 

test subjects failed to reject the null hypothesis on the vocal track with medium gain 

reduction, even though soft and hard had a very high score.  

4.1.3 Vocals versus Bass 

The overall score showed that it was easier to hear a difference between vocals processed 

between hardware and software. The total score is more than the double compared to the 

bass stimuli scores. Almost every test subject found it easier to determine a difference with 

the vocal stimuli. This might have been caused by additional warmth in the recording 

process of the bass (such as tube DI-boxes). However, none of the test subjects were really 

sure if this difference were only imaginary since they said that it was really hard to actually 

hear any difference at all. 
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4.2 LEVEL MEASUREMENTS (dBFS) 

4.2.1 Difference in output level 

Seen in section 3.1.3 "The difference between final output level" some small difference can 

be seen in the paired hardware and software stimuli. Overall, the 1176LN had the highest 

difference in average RMS measurements. This could explain the high scores that were 

achieved in the ABX test with the 1176LN.  

The LA-2A difference measurements had a lower average RMS output. However, no 

indications can be seen that these level differences affected the result since it is ranging 

between 0,02-0,29 RMS (dBFS) with different scores. The LA-2A generally got the lowest 

scores in the ABX test and the measurements shows that it was less difference within the LA-

2A than the 1176LN in terms of output levels. 

4.2.2 Phase cancellation measurements 

With less difference in output levels analyzed in the previous section, this means that the LA-

2A also had the most phase cancellation. In section 3.1.4 "Phase cancellation difference", It 

can be seen that the RMS power ranged from -38,9 and -46,88 dBFS. Compared with the 

final output stimuli that had an average RMS power of about -22dBFS (Section 3.1.2 "Final 

output level used in the ABX test), one can see a difference at -20dBFS. The 1176LN had a 

lower output level than the LA-2A, but since the 1176LN and LA-2A were not going to be 

compared this was something that did not need to be changed. 

The difference is almost inaudible while listening at a "normal" level. But there is clearly a 

difference shown in the average RMS and peak measurements. 

By conducting measurements, it is shown that the LA-2A was the one that was closest to 

maximum phase cancellation and therefore the one that can be assumed to be a close copy 

to the original hardware. However, the human factor are most likely to cause this result 

since it was very hard to mimic the gain reduction and output levels. The  cancellation made 

by output adjustments played the biggest part in these measurements, with an output level 

set to the exact same, a large amount of phase cancellation could occur.  

4.3 ATTACK AND RELEASE COMPARISON 

4.3.1 Teletronix LA-2A Sine wave attack and release 

All figures can be found in the 3.3 "Attack and release" section, both the Teletronix LA-2A  

and 1176LN. 

Figure 3 shows the comparison with soft gain reduction. By taking a closer look at the 

picture, one can clearly see that the hardware has a different envelope shape than the 

software. 
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Since the first segment did not have any gain reduction (only the middle segment crossed 

the threshold) this is most likely to be caused by the non-linearities generated in the 

hardware's circuit thus creating a different envelope shape. These overtones were also 

clearly audible, which resulted in big difference between software and hardware. 

Compared to the software, the hardware seems to compress the sine wave very lightly. The 

sine wave processed thru the software only shows that a release occurred, therefore gain 

reduction must have taken place but is not visual in the picture. 

Figure 4 shows the comparison with medium gain reduction. The picture clearly shows that 

the hardware has a smoother attack than the software. It is still visual that the hardware  has 

a different envelope shape than the software. 

The hardware's release cannot be seen in the picture, most likely due to the overtones (non-

linearity). The software does have a visual release but cannot be compared to anything 

though.  

Figure 5 shows the comparison with hard gain reduction. Same as in Figure 4, the attack is a 

lot smoother when processed thru the hardware. Also, the release is not visual in the figure.  

4.3.2 1176LN Sine wave attack and release 

Figure 6 shows a comparison between hardware and software. Not much information can be 

extracted from the picture more than that the hardware seems to compress the sine wave 

more than the software.  

This can be seen in the beginning of the middle section where the hardware's attack time is 

visual while the software does not have a visual attack. Even though the gain reduction were 

the same, about 0 dB - 1 dB for soft gain reduction no attack or release can be seen in the 

picture even though the VU meter showed that the software compressed the signal.  

Figure 7 shows the comparison with medium gain reduction. The attack time are very similar 

by only looking at the picture, both have a quick response to compress the sine wave. The 

release time are also very alike, but it seems that the software has a slower release time 

than the hardware.  

Figure 8 shows the comparison with hard gain reduction. The results seem to be same as in 

figure 7, very similar attack but the hardware has a quicker release.  

A brief look on the second 1176LN with less compression showed that the attack and release 

were a little off. The compressor released and then compressed again over and over again, 

causing a strange sine wave. This was one of the reasons that it was not used in the test. Any 

analysis of the unused compressors are not included. 
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4.4 SPECTRUM ANALYSIS 

The spectrum analysis contained several measurements. However, the sine wave 

measurements were the ones that was interesting. This analysis will not go in to depth on 

the different spectrum's. All measurements are average, no peak measurements are 

included. 

4.4.1 Original DA/AD converted track 

Figure 9-11 (see appendix) shows the original spectrum of each stimuli including the 1 kHz 

sine wave. The DA/AD converted tracks were used as the starting point since from this, the 

only difference is software and hardware. It can be seen that the bass and vocals has their 

own separate frequency domain.  

The bass (figure 9) range from about 20-2,5 kHz with a concentration around 60 Hz. The 

vocals (figure 10) spans from 20-8 kHz with a concentration between 300-1 kHz. 

4.4.2 Sine wave and overtones comparison 

The sine waves processed thru hardware compared with the ones processed thru the 

software has a visual difference. These measurements showed that the hardware is superior 

when it comes to generate overtones, the software can however produce them but not as 

strong. Note that the analysis only cover from 0 dB to -100 dB, there is a chance that 

overtones is still generated under this value but is probably not audible.  

The Teletronix LA-2A software only generates one overtone (that is visual) at 3 kHz. The 

hardware does seem to generate more of them ranging from 2 kHz, 3 kHz, 5 kHz and 7 kHz. 

Assuming that the overtones should be more visual while processed with hard gain 

reduction, the hardware has it peaks in the overtone series at medium gain reduction. One 

interesting note is that while gain reduction is set to soft, the hardware generates an 

overtone at 4kHz, but not in the other gain reduction steps. 

The 1176LN hardware also produces more overtones than the software. There is only one 

visual overtone at 3kHz generated by the software while the hardware has several at 2kHz, 

3kHz and 5kHz.  

Both compressors seems to have the same difference when it comes to overtones. Both 

emulations does not generate as strong overtones as the hardware and therefore a clear 

difference can be seen in the spectrum analysis. However, the overtones might be a cause of 

harmonic distortion which could have occurred at the hardware's input. 
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4.4.3 Phase cancellation spectrums 

This analysis only shows what was left after the phase cancellation. In general, the only 

difference are lower levels but same the same spectrum. No specific frequency has been 

completely phased out except for some of the high frequencies that is not visible in the 

figures.  

Compared to the original DA/AD converted tracks, both the LA-2A and 1176LN phased out 

about the same frequency areas leaving behind about the same spectrum with a lower level. 

A more thorough analysis would point out specific frequencies that differ from the original 

tracks but this is only to show what is left after the phase cancellation as this is not the main 

interesting thing. 

The visual presentation only tells how the human factor had an impact on the phase 

cancellation. There is no indications that it was easier to achieve maximum phase 

cancellation with soft, medium or hard gain reduction and therefore no further analysis will 

be done. 

Figure 18-28 (see appendix) displays the analysis with the following order: 

Teletronix LA-2A 

 Bass: soft, medium, hard 

 Vocals: soft, medium, hard 

1176LN 

 Bass: soft, medium, hard 

 Vocals: soft, medium, hard 

5 DISCUSSION 

The findings in the ABX results indicates that there is an audible difference between 

hardware and software. The spectrum analysis of the sine waves compressed at different 

stages shows that the software lacks in generating overtones series. However, these findings 

only applies to this experiment, no general conclusions can be drawn from this point. Attack 

and release times were also different from each other, the 1176LN had a more similar 

characteristics than the Teletronix LA-2A. But this might only show that the software and 

hardware had different input levels since the Teletronix LA-2A's ratio is determined by the 

input signal. 

Many test subjects found it hard to determine a difference. Many of them thought that it 

might have been an imaginary difference between the pairs. Even those who already knew 

what was being examined had a hard time with the ABX test.  
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This might also point to that hardware and software are not that far from each other in 

terms of mimic a specific sound. However, the original thought were to examine 

compressors with copied settings, this thought were thrown away quite early in the 

experiment since it was big differences between software and hardware. It does not mean 

that the emulations are good or bad, it could be that the hardware were old or lacked 

maintenance. 

5.1 METHOD 

There are many reasons that could have affected the results. As mentioned in the method, a 

pair of t.Bone HD990D headphones were used. This might have caused the test subjects to 

not be able to hear a difference or this might have been the reason that they did hear a 

difference. As no other choice could be made due to resource availability, no other actions 

could be made regarding the test.  

The main reason that could affected the results were the human factor. The phase 

cancellation only relied on one pair of ears and were controlled with a correlation meter. As 

mentioned before, slight level changes can have a huge impact on the phase cancellation 

and this process might not have been carefully executed. The ABX analysis shows a total of 6 

out of 12 trials over the set probability value and there is no indications that difference in 

level between pairs could have played a big part in the test. But it should not be completely 

excluded either. 

As mentioned before, the input signal to the Teletronix LA-2A might not have been the same 

and therefore caused a larger ratio and harder knee. This could explain the differences in 

attack characteristics. This could not be controlled any further due to time limitations in the 

studio, it was more of importance to process the stimuli and work with the software to 

mimic the sound. Assuming that they also had the same input and ratio characteristics, this 

was something that was not considered to be examined either since they in theory should 

have the same characteristics. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

In this essay, different results from listening test and measurements have been presented. 

The findings indicates that there is an audible difference in some cases. Measurements have 

also shown what the differences is in terms of settings, attack and release characteristics 

and overtone series. However, as mentioned before, this only applies to this particular 

research and properties. 
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7 FURTHER RESEARCH 

Closer examination of the hardware as well as the software would give more solid and 

general answers to the research question. By carefully measure each input level and 

eliminate output level differences completely, answers could be more general. Not only does 

the examination of the device under test play a big part but also which stimuli is used. A 

larger test with more test subjects and different stimuli, examining different frequency 

spectrums would contribute to give answer to the research questions.   
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10 APPENDIX 

Spectrum measurements 

DA/AD converted tracks 

Figure 9 

 

DA/AD Bass track 

 

Figure 10 

 

DA/AD Vocal track 
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Figure 11 

 

DA/AD 1 kHz Sine wave 
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Sine wave overtones 

Teletronix LA-2A 

Figure 12 

 

Hardware Soft gain reduction 

 

Software Soft gain reduction 
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Figure 13 

 

Hardware Medium gain reduction 

 

Software Medium gain reduction 
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Figure 14 

 

Hardware Hard gain reduction 

 

Software Hard gain reduction 
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1176LN 

Figure 15 

 

Hardware Soft gain reduction 

 

Software Soft gain reduction 
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Figure 16 

 

Hardware Medium gain reduction 

 

Software Medium gain reduction 
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Figure 17 

 

Hardware Hard gain reduction 

 

Software Hard gain reduction 
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Phase cancellation spectrum measurements 

Teletronix LA-2A 

Figure 18 

 

Bass, hardware and software phase cancellation with soft gain reduction  

Figure 19 

 

Bass, hardware and software phase cancellation with medium gain reduction  
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Figure 20 

 

Bass, hardware and software phase cancellation with hard gain reduction 

Figure 21 

 

Vocals, hardware and software phase cancellation with soft gain reduction 
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Figure 22 

 

Vocals, hardware and software phase cancellation with medium gain reduction 

Figure 23 

 

Vocals, hardware and software phase cancellation with hard gain reduction 
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1176LN 

Figure 24 

 

Bass, hardware and software phase cancellation with soft gain reduction 

Figure 25 

 

Bass, hardware and software phase cancellation with medium gain reduction 
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Figure 26 

 

Bass, hardware and software phase cancellation with hard gain reduction 

Figure 27 

 

Vocals, hardware and software phase cancellation with soft gain reduction 
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Figure 28 

 

Vocals, hardware and software phase cancellation with medium gain reduction 

Figure 29 

 

Vocals, hardware and software phase cancellation with hard gain reduction 
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Figure 30 

Hardware Gain reduction 
(dB) Soft Medium Hard 

    LA-2A Nr 1  
   Bass 0-1 3-5 5-9 

Vocals 0-1 2-4 6-10 
Sine wave 0 4 7 

    LA-2A Nr 2 
   Bas - - - 

Vocals - - - 

Sine wave - - - 

    1176LN Nr 1 
   Bass 1-2 3-5 7-10 

Vocals 0-1 3-4 5-15 
Sine wave 0 5 10 

    1176LN Nr 2 
   Bass 0 0-1 5-6 

Vocals 0 0-1 3-10 
Sine wave 0 0-2 5 

 

The text marked in gray are the compressors that were not used in the test 


